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PRESIDENT EDWARD GAISANO RY 2020 - 2021   Greetings to my fellow Rotarians!  

PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE FROM THE MONTH OF SEPTEMBER 

10th E-Meeting:  September 3, 2020 

• Under the  MGECQ status of Cebu, some members were now physically meeting at Circa 1900. 

As the situation improves, Pres Ed looks forward to moving to a bigger open spaces for such 
meetings  

• In pursuit of the Club’s initiatives on Covid , rations of rice donated by members were delivered 

to Brgy. Tinago on August 29.  PPE’s were also delivered  to the city of Mandaue which were 

personally received by Mayor Jonas Cortes. 

• Global Grant projects are proceeding well and  manager Ernie Alix will soon report on these. 

• Pres. Ed expressed deep gratitude to PP Ricky Dakay for donating his entire billing for the 
construction of Club projects which his company undertook.    

• Pres. Ed exhorted the members to take advantage of the strong peso vis-a-vis the dollar by 
donating to the TRF now.  PP Stephen Chian will report on the member’s TRF contribution.  

• The virtual fellowship under the format of coffee break organized by Dir Javi Sala featured a 

short video  and provided a venue to ventilate issues about the Club. 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

11th E-Meeting:  September 10, 2020 

• After a brief welcome greeting to Mr Henri Munoz, the guest speaker, Pres Ed.   reminded the 

members to adhere to the safety protocols in the face of the Covid pandemic  even as some 
members are physically meeting at Circa 1900. 

• Pres. Ed reported the last batch of rice assistance under the leadership of Dir. George 
Paraoan  to the needy barangays. The distribution of PPE’s continues as needed. 

• With sadness, Pres. Ed reported that Gift of Life patient Clen Calsona tested positive for Covid so 

that his heart operation was again postponed. Luckily, he is assymptomatic, but he will have to 
wait for 14 days for another test. 

• Pres. Ed announced that  the first business meeting of the Club is scheduled next  Thursday 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

12th E-Meeting:  September 17, 2020 

• The Club president announced that the Club would  have its first business meeting for the 

Rotary year next Thursday focusing on how the Club can best position itself in pursuit of the 

Rotary ideals of service above self. He requested the officers and committee chairs to update 

the members on the activities of their respective  projects with the view of enticing the new 
members of take interest.  

13th E-Meeting: September 24, 2020 

      After welcoming the guest speaker--  Mr. Randy Nelson Cabahug--  Pres Ed profusely thanked 

Rtn.  Joey Ontanillas, PP Mike Torres and Rtn.  Bronson, for taking time and effort to deliver  school 

items to Tongkay Elementary school situated in the remote area of trans-central part of Cebu hardly 

inaccessible by vehicles . Books, housekeeping supplies, and teaching supplies were given. The Saturday 

following, Rtn Joey  Ontanillas would  again lead a caravan for the Club projects in Tabuelan and Daan 
Bantayan.                    

      The President advised the disposal of excess  PPE’s which the Club had fabricated and still held in 

inventory.  Anyone who has a good idea on how to do this should coordinate with PP Bernard Sia.  

 



 

 

 

 



RI PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE 

 

October 2020 

 

 

During a recent Zoom meeting with Rotarians and Rotaractors, I looked at the smiling faces on my 

screen and realized how much our organization has changed in a short period. It is clear that there is no 

going back to the "old normal" in Rotary — and I see that as an exciting opportunity! 

Innovation and change are happening at so many levels as we rethink and remake Rotary. Rotary's new 

flexibility is blending with digital culture to drive change in ways that many of us have never seen 

before. We can learn a lot from Rotarians like Rebecca Fry — who, at age 31, already has 15 years of 

Rotary experience. 

I see Rotary as a phenomenal platform to change the world. I believe I can have the greatest influence by 

empowering others to create the change they wish to see in the world. I've gained leadership insights 

through my experiences in RYLA and Rotaract, and now, as charter president of the Rotary Social Impact 

Network, a new e-club. 

Engaging Rotary program alumni is key in forming new clubs. Our club is proof that Rotaractors and 

other alumni want to join Rotary — but sometimes they can't find the Rotary club that's right for them. 

Our club has 31 members, all between the ages of 23 and 41, and almost all of them are alumni of 

Rotary programs. 



We need to be able to integrate and align Rotary with the other personal and professional goals we're 

pursuing. In chartering this club, we set out to design a personalized model of Rotary that is focused on 

added value for our members. We have also sought to leverage connections — through Rotary 

Fellowships, Rotary Action Groups, and other international partnerships — in order to elevate our 
members' experiences beyond the club. 

Our club meets and manages most of its projects online, using Microsoft Teams to engage 24/7 in topics 

that interest our members. This also means our club is not geographically bound to any one location: 

Although many of us are in Australia, we also have members in Germany, Italy, Mexico, Tanzania, and 
the United States. 

Also key for our club is measuring the impact of our projects. For Plastic Free July this year, we created an 

awareness campaign promoting ways that individuals could reduce their use of plastics, and we reached 

more than 6,000 people. It's a project with a tangible impact that anyone can take part in wherever they 

are. I'm proud that, through our club, we are bringing people together for a new type of Rotary 

experience. I am excited for our future. 

All Rotary clubs have the opportunity to be innovative clubs, just like Bec's club. Let's trust those clubs, 

learn from them, and lend them our support. Change in Rotary happens at the grassroots level, as clubs 
lead the charge, defining what this new Rotary can be. 

Change is constant, and we have more work to do in many areas. It is important that we celebrate the 

contributions of people of all backgrounds and promote people from underrepresented groups so that 

they have greater opportunities to participate as members and leaders in Rotary.  

The tools to make Rotary more inclusive, more relevant, and more fun for everyone are at our fingertips. 

Let's use them now, and we will see how Rotary Opens Opportunities for ourselves and for those yet to 
discover us. 



TRUSTEE CHAIR'S MESSAGE 

 

1 - K.R. Ravindran  

Trustee Chair  

2020-21 

October 2020 

 

In the early 1990s, polio was still a concern in my country. As the Sri Lanka PolioPlus Committee chair, I 

was part of a task force of Rotarians, government officials, and UNICEF representatives that drove all 

polio eradication efforts, including National Immunization Days (NIDs). 

But those were difficult days; civil war was raging in Sri Lanka. The government said NIDs could happen 

only outside conflict zones. This meant one-third of the country's children would not be vaccinated — an 
unacceptable proposition. 

Rotary stepped in with UNICEF to engineer a cease-fire. Establishing contact with one of the world's 

most feared and elusive rebel leaders was not easy, and we were careful to maintain Rotary's good 
name during negotiations. 

A few weeks later, my secretary delivered a letter to my office, her hands shaking. Signed by the rebel 

leader himself, it read: "Dear Mr. Ravindran: If you can persuade your government to stop the war for 

two days, then we are willing to lay down our guns for two days too, for our war is not with children." 



Soon the NID was on, and vehicles bearing the Rotary emblem traveled to the vaccination booths in the 
areas occupied by insurgents, receiving the same respect and courtesy as the Red Cross.  

Obstacles can seem insurmountable until we overcome them. 

In March 2020, the polio program made the tough decision to temporarily suspend polio immunizations 

while the polio infrastructure that Rotary members had helped build was used for COVID-19 response. 

But with the wild poliovirus now banished from the African region and circulating in just two remaining 

countries, we continue to move forward. Our history shows that we can overcome even the most 

difficult situations. But we can't do it without your help. 

World Polio Day is 24 October, and it's the greatest opportunity we have to raise funds and awareness 

for Rotary's polio eradication efforts. Visit endpolio.org/worldpolioday to get tools for planning virtual 
events and fundraisers, and to register your club's event. 

Please consider making a donation to End Polio Now, to be matched 2-to-1 by the Bill & Melinda Gates 

Foundation. In the face of a pandemic, there is a serious risk of further spread of polio. Your support is 

more important than ever, and it will ensure that together we can tackle the remaining obstacles and 
achieve a polio-free world. 

WHAT HAPPENED LAST MONTH OF SEPTEMBER 2020… 

 

RCC continues to be Virtual 

By: Secretary Walter Cang 



 

Our weekly meeting this month kicked off with an experimental hybrid meeting via zoom.   A few of us 

gathered at an outdoor area right outside Circa Dos to enjoy a meal in a social distanced setup.   We then 

beamed our gathering on zoom to join the rest of our members for the meeting.   There was only a 

handful of us but it was great to be able to see each other after all these months of meeting online, a 

refreshing change.    As I have always declared, technology is awesome if it works but can cause the 

affairs to descend into chaos if it fails.  So when mobile internet speeds became unstable, it was a mad 

scramble to switch devices.  Fortunately, it worked so we were back in the game in short 

order.  Fellowship singing was to be rendered by the handful at the meeting but with lag in internet and 

zoom, our timing was off and it became a dog’s breakfast, albeit a hilarious one.  Pres. Ed was on site 
and as an insurance, he appointed PE Jacob to deliver the President’s message online.   

 

 



 

Our guest speaker that day was PDG Ted Locson who shared his thoughts and updated us on the 

highlights of the Council of Resolutions and Council of Legislations.  They pertain to how Rotary Clubs 

are governed in the conduct of club affairs across Rotary.  Much of it would not have impacted an 

everyday Rotarian.  But when you begin thinking of taking a step up in club affairs, it proved to be an 

interesting topic.  It allows you to fully understand and appreciate the complexities and rationale of the 

things we do within our club and our District.   
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The following week, our meeting was back to full online and fellowship singing went smoothly, 

punctuated by laughter as several of our gen X members led by none other than Dir. Shige Onda belted 

out the theme song for a popular Japanese TV show in the 80s, Voltes IV.   Well done guys.  Pres. Ed. 

Shared his views on the state of affairs in our fight against covid 19.  He cautioned us from being 

complacent as our infection numbers begin to go down.  Citing other countries who are experiencing a 

challenges of “precaution-fatigue” which might lead to a second wave.  He enjoined us to keep a reserve 
in resource and effort in case our country falls into that pattern.  
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Dir. Ken Ngo announced the start of our membership orientation in a series of 15 minute sessions after 

our weekly meetings.  This annual activity is intended to help our new members get a more in-depth 

understanding of what being a Rotarian is all about.  Dir. Ken then went on to introduce our guest 

speaker, Henry Motte-Muñoz who was invited to talk about his advocacy, Edukasyon.ph.  Henry hails 

from Manila but student and worked abroad.  He came back and founded Edukasyon.ph where he 

serves as CEO.  Henry shared with us his vision and how their website is used as a resource by hundreds 

of educational institutions to connect with half a million registered students in our country.   With over 8 

million hits annually and 30,000 monthly inquiries through their platform, they are a significant enabler 

in connecting employers, educational institutions and students.  He talked extensively about their target 
market, services their website offers and the landscape of the environment they operate in.    

The following week we hosted our club’s first business meeting of the year.  We invited our different 

Committee Chairs to report on what they are doing and our officers also briefed the members on 

different matters involving our club.  TRF Chair Baba Panopio gave an extensive briefing on TRF and how 

our club is performing for Foundation giving.  The good news is that we continue to take a lead in the 

District and set a very positive example that other clubs can follow. 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 

The last meeting of the month Pres. Ed presented his report on our club endeavors to fight Covid 19.   He 

cited IPP Mike & Rtn. Joey Ontanillas and his team who delivered PPE supplies and book donations to 



Tongkay Elem. They are also scheduling a trip to deliver supplies to Tabuelan.  He informed our 

members that our club is now in the winding down mode for distribution of PPEs but will be keeping 

inventory so we can act quickly should the need arise.   
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Our speaker that day was Randy Nelson Cabahug, a resource speaker of EduChild Foundation for over 21 

years.  His talk centered around Parenting in Tough Times.  Randy is a parent himself, married to a 

medical Doctor and his 2 boys have followed in his wife ’s footstep in the medical field.  Randy spoke 

briefly about the different programs offered by EduChild.  He credits Faith, Family & Friends as the most 

influential things that matter in your life.  He shared that children these days consider 3 things that 

matter to them.  First if a Place in this world to give them recognition & acceptance, second their Peers, 

and third, to make a Point, being opinionated, vocal, even argumentative.  In short, their mindset is very 

different from how we were expected to behave.  He also shared some anecdotes on what to help keep 

in mind are important things we need to consider these days; time for each other, get involved and 

nurture their talent, and teach them how to handle finances so they can take care of their treasure.   One 

exercise he shared was to have parents and their kids answer same questions to help determine your 

involvement and familiarity with each other.  These include last movies watched as a family, child’s 

favorite ice cream flavor, 2 close friends of your child, etc.  He ended his talk with a saying, Family – we 
may not have it all together, but together we have it all.  

CONGRATULATIONS 

Platinum Award RY 2019-2020 from RI President Mark Maloney 



 

CLUB ACTIVITIES 

Turn-over of 100 PPE Coveralls, FaceShield and FaceMask Mandaue City Disaster Risk Reduction 
Management Team September 1, 2020  
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Delivery of 3rd and last installment of Rice  Donation Sitio Silangan, Brgy Tinago September 4, 2020  

 

https://www.facebook.com/rotarycebu/posts/3560153230669654


 

 



 



 

Visit and Checking of ongoing project of the adopted school in Paypay 

Paypay National Highschool 

September 26, 2020 



 

 

 

Visit and Checking of ongoing project with Daan Bantayan Integrated National Highschool  

Daan Bantayan Integrated National Highschool 

September 26, 2020 

 

Books Donation  

Tongkay Elem School 

September 19, 2020 



WEEKLY MESSAGE (By Rotarians for Rotarians) 

 

WORDS FROM A PAST ROTARY FOUNDATION AMBASSADORIAL SCHOLAR:  

“The Rotary Foundation’s programs are all the more important because we live in a world of sharp 

contrasts: fear and hope, illness and good health, poverty and wealth. Worse, we live in a world in which 

inequalities of income, unemployment – and presumably exclusion from well-being - have sensibly 

increased in the last fifteen years, not so much between countries, but with countries, developed and 

developing alike. In such situation, the role of The Rotary Foundation is of the utmost importance.” 
French Professor Rene Munier, 1967-78 Rotary Foundation Ambassadorial Scholar 

THE MUSIC VIDEO FELLOWSHIP SINGING  

 

2 - THE ROTARY CLUB OF CEBU VOLTES V Song : Voltes V Full Opening Theme Song Composer : Kobayashi Aso 1. Rtn Raymond 

Ryan Yu 2. Rtn Edward Tan Ting 3. Rtn Stanley Go 4. Rtn Edward Onglatco 5. Dir Shige Onda 

https://onedrive.live.com/embed?cid=C5A6C20316546956&resid=C5A6C20316546956!4309&authkey=AFaNYXE8N4UG9uo


 

3 - THE ROTARY CLUB OF CEBU Duo Song : Here Comes The Sun by The Beatles  

1. PAG Stephen Chian 2. Rtn Edward Tan Ting 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KQetemT1sWc
https://onedrive.live.com/embed?cid=C5A6C20316546956&resid=C5A6C20316546956!4308&authkey=AOi49HTMCnzYuIA


 

 



 

 



 

 

 



HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO OUR SEPTEMBER CELEBRANTS 

 

 

REX REYES CONTRIBUTORS RY 2020 - 2021 

1.  PAG Stephen Chian 

2. PN Hector Almario 

3. PP Renato Kintanar 

4. Rtn. Edward Onglatco 

5. Rtn. David Barnes 

6. PP Bernard Vonn Sia 

7. PP/Amb. Frank Benedicto 

8. Mr. Jesus Alcordo 

LIKE and FOLLOW US  

 

Get the latest updates on our various activities.  



Feel free to share this to your friends! 

FB : Rotary Club of Cebu  

    - https://www.facebook.com/rotarycebu/ 

IG : rotaryclubofcebu  

    - https://www.instagram.com/rotaryclubofcebu/ 

Twitter : @rotary_cebu 

    - https://twitter.com/rotary_cebu 

https://www.facebook.com/rotarycebu/
https://www.instagram.com/rotaryclubofcebu/
https://twitter.com/rotary_cebu

